




SYNOPSIS

What does it mean to push your body to its limits?  

The Long Haul 100 follows Katie Rozar on her training 

journey to run a 100 mile ultra marathon for the first time. 

Katie approaches running from a scientific angle, turning her 

training into an equation to test her mental and physical 

abilities.  As the race begins to weigh on her, we see there is 

no perfect calculation only the drive to finish and a strong 

support system.



Filmmaker Christina Rosetti is the director, cinematographer, 

and editor of The Long Haul 100. Created with an all 

female cast and crew, the film follows Katie Rozar 

on her journey to running her first 100 mile ultra 

marathon. The film gives an in depth look at a non- 

sponsored athlete attempting this type of race just one 

year into her ultra running career. This piece aims to 

capture Florida’s wilderness through the lens of an 

amateur trail runner.
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CHRISTINA ROSETTI
DIRECTOR, CINEMATOGRAPHER, EDITOR 

FILM CREW

Born and raised in St. Petersburg, FL, Christina Rosetti launches her 

fi lmmaking career with an ode to the state’s unique wilderness through 

the lens of an ultra marathon runner. The up-and-coming filmmaker also 

dabbles with thru-hiking and finds peace in the outdoors. Rosetti combines 

her passion for nature with life behind a camera to tell stories with purpose.

PAULA MACDONALD 
PRODUCER, CAMERA 2 

A lifelong storyteller, Paula MacDonald learned the best of filmmaking at 

the prestigious University of Southern California film school. Life and family 

shifted Paula’s focus in her career to public relations and communications, 

but the desire to make movies and tell great stories has never been far from 

her heart. Being a part of the production team for The Long Haul 100 has 

rekindled her love of filmmaking and telling stories in creative ways.

BRYCE ANNE TIEFER
PRODUCER, PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

Without Bryce Anne Tiefer, there might not be a film. She joins The Long Haul 

100 as a pacer for Katie Rozar and as a key member of the production team. 

Tiefer introduced filmmaker Christina Rosetti to Rozar at a local climbing gym 

and later used her broad skill set to tackle production logistics and direction. 

A storyteller at heart, Tiefer sees The Long Haul 100 as a humbling experience 

that she’ll carry with her into her next chapter.

ANDRIA ANDERSON 
ASSISTANT EDITOR

Andria has worked in television for 10 years as a short form Producer/Writer/

Editor. She considers creativity to be her superpower, always looking for ways 

to inspire others to be their most creative selves. Anderson came to The Long 

Haul 100 as a confidant to the director and found a well of inspiration from 

both Katie’s determination and the storytelling process. 

EMMA FIVECOAT + INDIA TORREZ 
GRAPHICS TEAM

Based in sunny St. Petersburg, FL, Emma Fivecoat and India Torrez 

started EF.IT Design to create space for design waves to be made. The 

branding and web design team added a level of professionalism to the film 

from brand awareness to film graphics. The Long Haul 100 combines their 

belief in the power of community and nature.





FILM CAST

KATIE ROZAR 
ULTRA RUNNER

Medical laboratory scientist by trade, ultra marathon runner by passion. 

Rozar raced at the collegiate level before propelling herself into the world 

of trail running. Within her first year of ultra running, Rozar made her 

presence known in the community, clinching several top race finishes across 

the state. Her scientific approach to running and passion for the sport 

is evident. The film follows her journey running her first 100 mile ultra 

marathon and captures the trials and tribulations of such a feat.

LAUREN GARCEAU 
FIANCE + CREW

Soon to be wife of ultra runner Katie Rozar, Lauren Garceau is familiar with 

providing aid. The St. Pete Beach, FL firefighter has four years of experience 

as a first responder and proudly leads Rozar’s race crew. The Long Haul 100 

captures Rozar in one of her most challenging moments in her life and to 

see her succeed, Garceau feels lucky to be there by her side.

BRYCE ANNE TIEFER 
CREW + PACER

Without Bryce Anne Tiefer, there might not be a film. She joins The Long 

Haul 100 as a pacer for Katie Rozar and as a key member of the production 

team. Tiefer married Rozar’s best friend and later introduced filmmaker 

Christina Rosetti to Rozar at a local climbing gym. A storyteller at heart, 

Tiefer sees The Long Haul 100 as a humbling experience that she’ll carry 

with her into her next chapter.

LARISSA PEPE 
CREW + PACER

Katie Rozar and Larissa Pepe met in college. They’re long time best friends. 

Pepe, a self-proclaimed pizza maker, added an extra set of hands on Rozar’s 

crew. She boosted morale at every turn and kept spirits high throughout the 

race. Witnessing the pairing of two incredibly dedicated women to make this 

film was what Pepe found to be inspiring. She believes it highlighted what 

dedication, strength, and drive can push you to accomplish.







PRODUCTION 
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info@thelonghaul100.com

ATHLETE SPONSORSHIP 
KATIE ROZAR

katie.rozar1@gmail.com


